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The RP Committee manages and supports both the society-level fundraising and chapter-level fundraising of the RP Campaign. Traditionally supporting just research, the RP Campaign was expanded 10 years ago to include support of Education, Endowed Research through ASHRAE Foundation, YEA Programs, ASHRAE Scholarships and the General / Unrestricted Fund. Research, the backbone of ASHRAE, remains the primary fund of the program with over $1.9 million raised for this program annually.
Volunteer Committee – October 31\textsuperscript{st} 2015
Proposing to BOG below member.
1. GRK – RP Chair
2. Mr. Amar
3. Mr. Shilpan Shah
4. Mr. S.N. Raju
5. Mr. A. Pandimurali

Full Circle – November 15, 2015
We have completed Full Circle in the month of September 2015.
FOLLOWING BOG MEMBERS PAID TO RESEARCH: USD 100/- PER BOG MEMBER AND TOTAL PAID USD 1000/- AGAINST TARGET OF USD 1200/-

- MR. T. HARI RAO – IMM PAST PRESIDENT
- MR. C. SUBRAMANIAM - PRESIDENT
- MR. ELANGOVAN - SECRETARY
- G. RAMESH KUMAR – RP CHAIR
- MR. A. MADHU KAR - TREASURE
- MR. S.N. RAJU – VICE PRESIDENT
- MR. SRINIVAS – YEA CHAIR
- MR. ANISH SIMHA - MEMBER
- MR. AMAR – MP CHAIR
- MR. A. PANDIMURALI – PRESIDENT ELECT
FOLLOWING BOG MEMBERS YET TO PAY BUT THEY HAVE CONFIRMED THEY WILL MAKE THE PAYMENT SHORTLY. EACH USD 100/-

- MR. AJAY
- MR. NAGARAJ
- MR. SHILPAN SHAH
- MR. SREEKESH (JAN 2016)
SINCERE REQUEST TO BOG MEMBERS CAN PAY THE RESEARCH AMOUNT ON OR BEFORE 31st OCTOBER 2015

SPOKE TO VARIOUS MEMBERS ACROSS INDIA AND ALSO SPOKE TO COMPANIES TO CONTRIBUTE RESEARCH PROMOTION.

EXPECTING FAVOURABLE REPLY COUPLE OF MONTHS
THANK YOU AND PLEASE SUPPORT ASHRAE RESEARCH